
Nagasaki, Pentecost 2020 

 

“Consider the lilies of the field…” (Matthew 6:25) … 

…though the ones above are in my garden not in a field, and the ones on the left 

were decorating church for Pentecost.  We managed to celebrate Easter in church 

just before the national state of emergency ruled out such gatherings, and we have 

spent a time on Sunday mornings since then worshipping in our own homes with 

the order of service and the minister’s sermon script. Today, now that restrictions 

have been lifted all over Japan, we have been able to meet together to celebrate 

Pentecost, although the service was kept brief and hymn singing minimal.  It may be 

a while before we can celebrate communion, or have tea after worship, and we are 

all wearing masks, but there is the feeling that things have at least started to move 

in the right direction. 

Our Kwassui maintenance staff have 

their own take on making sure that 

we appreciate the flowers in season.  

This is the scene that greets me as I 

enter the building where my office is, 

and am reminded to sanitize my 

hands with the alcohol provided.  

The spray bottles are available on 

every floor, but we only get fresh 

flowers at the entrance!   “Quick drying alcohol” hand sanitizer 

 

The start of the new academic year in April was delayed for two 

weeks to allow students returning from more seriously affected 

areas to self-isolate, but then, just as we expected classes to start, 

the state of emergency was declared, and all the Kwassui university 

classes went on line.  And just as everyone was getting used to that, 

the state of emergency started to be lifted in some prefectures, and 

we were told we could return to the classroom… but as most of my 

classes have too many students to allow for acceptable social 

distancing in the lecture rooms, I am still mostly teaching online 

classes, providing lecture notes and recordings.  And for the groups 

that are small enough to be safe in a classroom, we now operate 

through plastic screens!  The extra work required to set up online 

classes is fortunately mostly balanced by time gained because of all 

the things that have been cancelled in the interests of safety.                    
Me as my students now see me! 



Having waited two years for the “earthquake-proofing” building work to be completed on our chapels, we 

had a service of thanksgiving for the completion in March – and promptly had to decide that no normal 

Chapel activities could take place.  We plan to start worship at the university from this coming week, with a 

quarter of the students at a time meeting on a four-week cycle.  The high school is relaying morning worship 

to the classrooms, so I spoke to the empty seats in the chapel there last week, with the organist for company. 

Nagasaki has remained among the prefectures near 

the bottom of the table of infections, with the biggest 

number occurring on a cruise ship, the Costa Atlantica, 

which was in the Mitsubishi dockyards here for a 

routine overhaul.  Although six of the crew are still in 

hospital here, they are making a good recovery, and as 

those still on board at last all tested conclusively 

negative (i.e. for the third time!), today the ship has 

finally left port here and is headed for the Philippines.  

Some of the crew, who were from at least six different 

nations, had already been repatriated, but the 

problems of getting their own governments to accept 

their return, and then of arranging charter flights, 

made this a somewhat complicated process.   Costa Atlantica on the far side of Nagasaki Harbour 

 

Two years ago, during the religious emphasis week at Kwassui Junior and 
Senior High School, the main speaker was a missionary working with seamen 
who come into the port of Yokohama, so many of our students have an 
awareness of some of the conditions and difficulties of life on board, and 
made messages of encouragement which were then passed on to the crew.  
The timing was much later than originally intended, and the “Easter” egg 
shaped messages didn’t get to the recipients until nearly Pentecost, but 
fortunately the Easter message of hope is always appropriate! 

 With prayers that all of us can help to spread the Easter message of hope, 

Sheila 


